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Abstract. An intra-domain Quality of Service (QoS) routing protocol for the
Differentiated Services framework is being developed at the University of
Coimbra (UC-QoSR). The main contribution of this paper is the evaluation of
the scalability and stability characteristics of the protocol on an experimental
test-bed. The control of protocol overhead is achieved through a hybrid approach of metrics quantification and threshold based diffusion of routing messages. The mechanisms to avoid instability are: (i) a class-pinning mechanism
to control instability due to frequent path shifts; (ii) the classification of routing
messages in the class of highest priority to avoid the loss of accuracy of routing
information. The results show that a hop-by-hop, link-state routing protocol,
like Open Shortest Path First, can be extended to efficiently support class-based
QoS traffic differentiation. The evaluation shows that scalability and stability
under high loads and a large number of flows is achieved on the UC-QoSR
strategy.

1 Introduction
Quality of Service plays a major role in the deployment of communication system for
applications with special traffic requirements, such as video-conferencing or Internet
telephony. The need to support these types of traffic has motivated the communication research community to develop new approaches. Some of this work resulted in
the Differentiated and Integrated Services architectures proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [1, 2].
Current routing protocols used in the Internet lack characteristics for QoS provision to support emerging new services. All traffic between two endpoints is forwarded
on the same path, even if there are other alternative paths with more interesting properties for the requirements of a specific flow or traffic class. Usually, the shortest path
is selected, based on a single static metric, that does not reflect the availability of resources. In these situations, congestion easily occurs on the shortest path, with the

corresponding degradation of traffic performance, despite the underutilization of network resources on alternative paths. This scenario has motivated the development of
QoS aware routing protocols.
The most significant developments on QoS routing are aimed at communication
systems where traffic differentiation is done per flow, as in the Integrated Services
[1]. The Differentiated Services framework does not explicitly incorporate QoS routing. It is, thus, essential to develop QoS routing protocols for networks where traffic
differentiation is done per class. The Quality of Service Routing strategy of the University of Coimbra (UC-QoSR) was conceived to fulfill this purpose.
The UC-QoSR strategy selects the best path for each traffic class based on information about the congestion state of the network. This strategy extends the Open
Shortest Path (OSPF) routing protocol [3] in order to select paths appropriate for all
traffic classes as described in [4, 5].
A prototype of UC-QoSR was implemented over the GateD1 platform, running on
the FreeBSD operating system [4]. The description of the mechanisms introduced to
allow for scalability and to avoid instability and the evaluation of its robustness are
the main objectives of the present paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents some related work; Section 3 describes the UC-QoSR strategy; test
conditions and analysis of results are presented in Section 4; the main conclusions and
issues to be addressed in future work are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work
The issues concerning stability of congestion based routing have been addressed by
several researchers. This problem becomes even more important in protocols for QoS
routing.
The advertisement of quantified metrics, instead of the advertisement of instantaneous values, is a common approach to avoid the instability of dynamic routing protocols. The quantification can be done using a simple average [6], or using hysteresis
mechanisms and thresholds [7].
Another methodology to avoid routing oscillations is to use load-balancing techniques, allowing for the utilization of multiple-paths from a source towards the same
destination. A simple approach of load balancing is to use alternate paths when congestion rises, as in the algorithm Shortest Path First with Emergency Exits (SPF-EE)
[8]. This strategy prevents the excessive congestion of the current path because it deviates traffic to an alternate path when congestion starts to rise, and thus avoids routing oscillations. As an alternative to shortest path algorithms, algorithms that provide
multiple paths of unequal cost to the same destination were proposed by Vutukury
and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [9]. The algorithm proposed by these authors finds nearoptimal multiple paths for the same destination based on a delay metric.
Even tough the proposals described above permit load balancing and avoid routing
oscillations, they do not take into consideration the requirements of the different types
of traffic. This problem has been addressed by several proposals within the connec1
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tion oriented context. Nahrstedt and Chen conceived a combination of routing and
scheduling algorithms to address the coexistence of QoS and best-effort traffic flows.
In their approach, traffic with QoS guarantees is deviated from paths congested with
best-effort traffic in order to guarantee the QoS requirements of QoS flows and to
avoid resource starvation of best-effort flows. Another routing strategy that addresses
inter-class resource sharing was proposed by Ma and Steenkiste [10, 11]. Their strategy comprises two algorithms: one to route best-effort traffic and the other to route
QoS traffic. The routing decisions are based on a metric that enables dynamic bandwidth sharing between traffic classes, particularly, sending QoS traffic through links
that are less-congested with best-effort traffic. Although these proposals achieve active load balancing, they use source routing algorithms that do not reflect the actual
hop-by-hop Internet routing paradigm and thus are not able to adapt dynamically to
changes in network.
Routing stability can be achieved using some other mechanisms, like route pinning
and doing load sensitive routing at the flow level [12]. However these approaches are
not suitable for a situation where routing is done hop-by-hop and there is not connection establishment phase.
The development of hop-by-hop QoS routing protocols for communication systems
where traffic differentiation is made per class has been the subject of recent studies.
Van Mieghem et al. evaluated the impact of using an exact QoS routing algorithm in
the hop-by-hop routing context [13]. These authors showed that such an algorithm is
loop-free, however it may not find the exact solution. To solve this problem, the use
of active networking is proposed. An algorithm called Enhanced Bandwidth-inversion
Shortest-Path (EBSP) has been proposed for hop-by-hop QoS routing in Differentiated Services networks [14]. This algorithm is based on a widest-shortest path algorithm that takes into account the hop count. The hop count is included in the cost
function in order to avoid oscillations due to the increased number of flows sent over
the widest-path. Although the algorithm EBSP selects the best path for Premium-class
traffic, it does not consider other traffic classes.
QoS routing introduces additional burden in the network, pertaining to the processing overhead due to more complex and frequent computations and the increased routing protocol overhead. The trade-off between the cost of QoS routing and its performance was evaluated in some works [15, 16]. The results included in these references
are applicable to systems where there is a flow establishment phase. Furthermore, the
above references do not address QoS routing scalability in terms of number of flows
and packet sizes, treating only the different rates of arrival of flows and bandwidth requirements.
Despite the relevant QoS issues addressed, the proposals for QoS routing analyzed
lack the analysis of the applicability to a class-based framework and are only evaluated theoretically or by simulation. The use of a prototype approach limits the dimension of the test-bed, however it introduces processing and communication systems
dynamics, being closest to a real situation.

3 UC-QoSR Strategy
In this section the main characteristics of the routing strategy UC-QoSR are briefly
described. A more detailed description can be found in previous publications of the
authors [4, 5]. The mechanisms used to allow for scalability and to control instability,
which consist the main objectives of the present work, are presented in detail.
3.1 UC-QoSR System Model
The UC-QoSR strategy was designed for intra-domain hop-by-hop QoS routing in
networks where traffic differentiation follows the class paradigm. This strategy is
composed of three main components, as follows:
a) A QoS metric that represents the availability of resources in the network;
b) Traffic class requirements in terms of QoS parameters;
c) A path computation algorithm to calculate the most suitable path for each traffic
class, according to the dynamic state of the network expressed by a QoS metric.
The availability of resources in the network is measured through a QoS metric that
represents the congestion state of routers interfaces. This metric consists of two congestion indexes, one relative to packet delay (DcI) and other to packet loss (LcI).
These indexes evaluate the impact that delay and loss at the router, will have on application performance [17]. The congestion indexes are distributed to all routers in the
domain through modified OSPF routing messages (Router Link State Advertisements
– R-LSA).
The UC-QoSR strategy was conceived for communication systems where traffic
characterization is based on class sensitivity to delay and loss. Currently, four classes
are considered with different delay and loss sensitivities.
The problem of QoS routing when using two additive or multiplicative metrics, or
one additive and one multiplicative metrics is a NP-complete problem [18, 19]. Thus,
since the congestion indexes are additive metrics, the selection of a path that minimizes both congestion indexes is a NP-complete problem. However, due to their nature, the indexes represent comparable measures, and can be combined in a single
metric without loss of information from aggregation of different kinds of units.
The path computation algorithm uses a cost function that combines both congestion indexes, weighted according to delay (δ) and loss sensitivity (λ) of each traffic
class. The cost of link l for class i (cl,i) results from the combination of the loss congestion index of link l (ll) and the delay congestion index of link l (ll), according to:

cl ,i = δ i d l + λi ll .

(1)

The merging of the congestion indexes origins a value that represents the congestion state of the interface, as it is perceived by traffic belonging to each class. The
Dijkstra algorithm is then used to compute the shortest path tree for each traffic class.
The UC-QoSR strategy remains fully compatible with original OSPF because the path
selection algorithm is not altered, and because the OSPF configured costs are also advertised in R-LSAs. It is thus possible to establish adjacencies among routers running
UC-QoSR and OSPF.

3.2 Mechanisms for scalability
QoS routing protocols must contribute to a significant improvement in traffic performance and network resource usage to compensate for the burden they introduce on
the network. This overhead is twofold, comprising an increase in the communication
load due to routing traffic and a raise in the processing capacity of routers caused by
the frequency of path computations. In UC-QoSR, these overheads are controlled by a
policy that controls the emission of link state updates. This policy combines metrics
quantification and threshold based diffusion. A similar approach was followed by
Apostolopoulos et al. but in flow establishment context [15].
The quantification rule is a moving average of the congestion indexes, with a variable window size (N). The congestion indexes are monitored every second (the lowest
time granularity provided by GateD) and the samples are taken continuously. In Equation 2, MAd(k) is the moving average of N values of the delay congestion indexes at
sample k. This function is used to filter the peaks of the QoS metric.

MAd (k ) =

k
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.
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∑

(2)

The filtered values, resulting from the application of Equation 2, are then presented
to the diffusion control module. In this module, the new value is compared with the
one that was previously advertised, and will be diffused only if it significantly different. The decision to issue the advertisements is controlled by the value of a defined
threshold.
Besides the link state update policy described above, in UC-QoSR, OSPF was
modified, in order to control even further the protocol overhead and thus increase the
possibility of scalability. In original OSPF, the routing messages denominated Network-LSA (N-LSA) identify the routers connected to the network and its diffusion
occurs wherever R-LSAs are issued. In the UC-QoSR strategy, the emission of NLSAs has been detached from the emission of R-LSAs, because R-LSAs are issued at
a higher rate than in OSPF and the information transported in N-LSAs does not
change at such a rate. Thus, in the UC-QoSR, the emission of N-LSA remains periodic and dependent on router connectivity, while the emission of R-LSA is controlled
through the threshold of the diffusion module. This strategy allows for a significant
reduction of routing messages in the network.
The policy to control protocol overhead described above contributes also to avoid
the number of path shifts that may occur in the network. Combined with these procedures, the UC-QoSR strategy uses a mechanism named class-pinning, that controls
the path shifting frequency of all traffic classes.
3.3 Mechanism of class-pinning
The main role of QoS routing is to dynamically select paths based on information
about the state of the network. Therefore, they enable the avoidance of congested
paths, contributing to the improvement of application performance. However, the dynamic selection of paths may cause routing instability and network oscillatory behav-

ior. This will naturally degrade application performance. In face of this scenario it is
necessary to achieve a compromise between the desired adaptability of the protocol
and the unwanted instability [20, 21].
In this work a mechanism of class-pinning to avoid instability is proposed. This
mechanism addresses the stability problem described above by controlling the instant
when a traffic class shifts to a new path.
When the state of the network changes (due to an event like the start of a new flow
or a traffic burst) routing messages are sent to all routers, and new paths are computed. After the calculation, traffic will shift to the less congested paths, leaving the
paths currently used. The next time this process occurs, traffic will eventually go back
to the original path, and, thus, instability happens.
With the class-pinning mechanism, new paths are computed upon the arrival of
routing messages. However, they will be used only if they are significantly better than
the path that is currently used by that class. The Degree of Significance (DS) parameter is used to support the pinning decision. This parameter establishes the threshold
for path shift from the old to the new path.
When the routing information about the state of the network is outdated, bad routing decisions can be made, and congestion may rise. Routing information may be outdated because it is not distributed with enough frequency or because it does not arrive
due to congestion. The first cause can be avoided with the appropriate tuning of
threshold used in the diffusing module. In order to avoid the delay or loss of routing
information, the UC-QoSR routing messages are classified in the class with higher
priority. The importance of the priority treatment of routing messages was shown by
Shaikh et al. [20].

4 Experimentation
In this section the experimentation made to evaluate the stability and scalability of
UC-QoSR are presented and its results are analyzed.
4.1 Test Conditions
The test-bed used for the experiments presented in this section is depicted in Figure 1.
The endpoints 1 to 4 are traffic sources and endpoints 5 to 8 are traffic destinations.
Each endpoint only generates or receives traffic of a single class to avoid the influence of endpoint processing on traffic patterns. Traffic was generated and measured
with the traffic analysis tool Chariot from NetIQ2.
The routers are PCs with the FreeBSD operating system. The kernel is modified, at
the IP level, to include the delay and loss metric modules and to schedule and drop
packets according to class sensitivity to these parameters. The monitoring of the delay
and loss congestion indexes is needed for the routing decision. The kernel is also
modified to interact with the UC-QoSR protocol embedded in GateD. It keeps the
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routing table with paths for all traffic classes and makes packet forwarding decisions
based on destination IP address and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) [2].
The interfaces between endpoints and routers are configured at 100 Mbps. Interfaces between routers are configured at 10 Mbps to introduce bottlenecks. In the results presented, the moving average window size is 80 samples and the threshold that
controls the diffusion of R-LSAs is 30%. These values resulted from the tuning that
was done by extensive experimentation with combinations of configurations [5].

3Com

3Com

Fig. 1. Experimental test-bed

The evaluation of the UC-QoSR stability and scalability capabilities was done at protocol behavior and traffic performance levels. At the protocol level, the indicators
used to measure the degree of stability and scalability of the UC-QoSR strategy are
the parameters that represent the dynamics of the protocol, as follows:
a) Number of routing messages issued (Router-LSA);
b) Number of routing messages received (Router and Network3 LSA);
c) Number of times the Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm is applied;
d) Number of path shifts.

3

The measure used is the total number of LSAs received, that is, the number of Router and
Network LSAs received.

Each experiment was carried out for five minutes and was repeated ten times. The
results present the averaged values of all tests. The inspection of protocol dynamics
was done in all routers using the OSPF-Monitor tool included in GateD. The evaluation of traffic performance was made according to throughput and loss rate of all active traffic classes. These values were measured by the application Chariot. The plotted results have a degree of confidence of 95%.
4.2 Scalability evaluation
The evaluation of the scalability of the UC-QoSR strategy was done considering different combinations of traffic characteristics namely, number of traffic classes, levels
of traffic load, number of flows and packet sizes. The combinations that were used are
depicted in the following tables.
Table 2 shows the load distribution that was used in the experiments with 2, 3 and
4 traffic classes to attain the level of total load used in each experiment. The traffic of
all classes is UDP to avoid the influence of TCP flow control in the results.
Table 1. Test conditions for stability evaluation

Set of tests
A
B

Parameter

Values

Number of classes
Level of total load
Number of flows
Packet size

1, 2, 3, 4
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 Mbps
4, 8, 12, 16, 20
64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1460 byte

Table 2. Load distribution per different traffic classes

Total load (Mbps)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

2 Classes
2,5
5
7,5
10
12,5
15
17,5
20

Load of each class (Mbps)
3 Classes
4 Classes
1,6
3,3
5
6,6
8,3
10
11,6
13,3

1,25
2,5
3,75
5
6,25
7,5
8,75
10

The results of the evaluation of the impact of the number of classes and level of
load on the scalability of the UC-QoSR strategy are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The

results shown are measured at router 2, since this is the router where exists the most
significant bottleneck. These figures show that the load on the network only influences the indicators used for scalability evaluation for loads over 20 Mbps. This stems
from the fact that congestion starts to occur in the routers while they adapt the paths
to the traffic that is being generated. In the case where there are two traffic classes,
each class is generated at 10 Mbps (Table 2). When four traffic classes are generated,
each at 5 Mbps, two of those classes must share one path, since there are only three
alternative paths in the test-bed. This setting clearly creates congestion, since all the
capacity of the interfaces is used. However, the impact of higher loads is not significant, showing that the mechanisms used in UC-QoSR allow for scalability, controlling the rate of routing information diffusion and path calculation.
The application of the smoothing moving average filter to the QoS metric and the
utilization of the threshold to control the emission of routing messages limit the number of R-LSA that the router emits. The control over the emission rate of R-LSA will
naturally influence the other protocol indicators, the number of SPF and the number
of path changes.
The comparison of figures 2 and 3 also shows that the impact of the number of
classes is not significant in protocol dynamics. There is only a slight increase in the
number of LSA received by router 2 and, consequently, on the number of SPF calculated. This is, in fact, what was expected, since with four traffic classes all alternative
paths are used. In these circumstances, all routers experience traffic changes, issuing
the adequate routing messages to distribute their state.
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Fig. 2. Measures of protocol dynamics for different levels of traffic load (2 traffic classes)
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Fig. 3. Measures of protocol dynamics for different levels of traffic load (4 traffic classes)

In the evaluation of the scalability of the UC-QoSR strategy according to the number of flows and packet size, were generated four traffic classes and the traffic load
was kept constant at 20 Mbps. The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4
shows that the indicators of protocol dynamics increase with the number of flows.
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Fig. 4. Measures of protocol dynamics for packets size of 256 byte

The number of LSA received is higher (about 15%), and thus the number of SPF
also increases. The raise in the number of path shifts is due to the adaptation process
of the flows in each class. For packets of 512 byte and over, the relationship between

the number of flows and the indicators of protocol dynamics does not have the same
nature (Figure 5). In this case, there is only an increase in the LSA received and the
number of SPF. The number of path shifts is not affected by the number of flows.
These results show that the UC-QoSR strategy has good scaling capabilities under the
presence of an increasing number of flows, unless packets are too small. However,
this problem can be overcome if faster processors are used.
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Fig. 5. Measures of protocol dynamics for packets size of 1460 byte

Another conclusion from the observation of the results above is that the UC-QoSR
strategy achieves load balancing over alternate paths. This capability is achieved
through class-based routing and avoids sudden traffic fluctuations and the corresponding routing oscillations. However, this has shown insufficient to avoid oscillations in
the presence of high levels of congestion, leading to the proposal of class-pinning included in the next sub-section.
4.3 Stability evaluation
In the evaluation of the stability of the UC-QoSR strategy four traffic classes were
generated. In order to evaluate the degree of stability achieved by the class-pinning
mechanism, the Degree of Significance parameter was varied from 0% to 50%. The
indicator used to evaluate stability at the protocol level was the number of path shifts
as in [22].
Figure 6 shows the results of the experiments concerning stability evaluation under
different traffic loads. The level of the load introduced in the network has a direct impact in the number of path shifts. However, this impact is reduced for DS values of
20% and 30%, showing the effectiveness of the class-pinning mechanism. It is interesting to remark that the use of strong class-pinning, under higher load, introduces instability in the network, showing results similar to those obtained when the mecha-

nism is not active. This fact is originated by the exaggerated postponement of path
change. When the difference in path cost is sufficient to shift traffic, it is high and all
traffic classes tend to shift at the same time to the same path, generating instability.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of the class-pinning mechanism

The throughput of traffic classes under two different values of DS is deployed in
Figure 7. Traffic of classes 1 and 2 was generated at 6 Mbps and traffic of classes 3
and 4 at 4 Mbps.
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Fig. 7. Traffic throughput with different levels of class-pinning

This figure shows that the activation of the class-pinning mechanism contributes to
increase traffic performance while maximizing resource utilization (throughput increases about 50% when is used a DS of 30%).

5 Conclusions and Future Work
At the University of Coimbra a QoS routing strategy (UC-QoSR) was developed to
support class-based traffic differentiation. The paths suitable for traffic classes are
computed based on a QoS metric that evaluates the state of the network in terms of
delay and losses. The proposed mechanisms were implemented as an extension to
OSPF routing protocol on the GateD platform.
Previous experiments with the UC-QoSR showed that the overhead introduced was
affordable by the communication system and traffic differentiation was achieved.
However some instability was noticed when the network was congested. To overcome
this instability, a set of mechanism where conceived to integrate the UC-QoSR. Besides instability, scalability is other important issue in QoS routing. The focus of this
paper was the proposal and evaluation of stability and scalability mechanisms to integrate the UC-QoSR strategy.
The results showed that the UC-QoSR strategy with the proposed mechanisms
scales well under heavy loads. The impact of the number of flows is only significant
when packets are small. The experiments also showed that the use of the class-pining
mechanism significantly improves stability and traffic performance. However, for
strong pinning, the behavior is worst due to the difference between paths.
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